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When it comes to “Satchmo,” aka Louis Armstrong, one of the preeminent pillarsWhen it comes to “Satchmo,” aka Louis Armstrong, one of the preeminent pillars

of American jazz, there is a radiance to hearing how he felt about some of hisof American jazz, there is a radiance to hearing how he felt about some of his

most famous tunes.most famous tunes.

Take “Hello Dolly” for example. His deliciously gritty and grainy vocal registerTake “Hello Dolly” for example. His deliciously gritty and grainy vocal register

enters the recording immediately, with a poppy ebullience that ended upenters the recording immediately, with a poppy ebullience that ended up

knocking four lads from Liverpool off the top of the charts in the mid-1960s.knocking four lads from Liverpool off the top of the charts in the mid-1960s.

Satchmo has a different take on the ditty’s greatness, however. “Dolly ain’t muchSatchmo has a different take on the ditty’s greatness, however. “Dolly ain’t much

of a song,” Armstrong declares during the solo show “Satchmo at the Waldorf,”of a song,” Armstrong declares during the solo show “Satchmo at the Waldorf,”

now playing at San Jose Stage. “Tell you the truth, it’s a piece of s***.”now playing at San Jose Stage. “Tell you the truth, it’s a piece of s***.”

It is the bluntness, honesty and heavily salted language that makes “Satchmo”It is the bluntness, honesty and heavily salted language that makes “Satchmo”

such a marvel. The production, directed with such a marvel. The production, directed with scorching honesty by Ted Langescorching honesty by Ted Lange,,

does not shy away from the hardened heart of Louis Armstrong, a man whodoes not shy away from the hardened heart of Louis Armstrong, a man who

faced blistering racism for years, his body betraying him later on. That’s not tofaced blistering racism for years, his body betraying him later on. That’s not to

speak of those whom he believed were friends — white folks who knew Satchmospeak of those whom he believed were friends — white folks who knew Satchmo

was good for business but couldn’t be bothered to invite him for a meal at theirwas good for business but couldn’t be bothered to invite him for a meal at their

homes.homes.

What is striking is how the erudition of the late playwright Terry TeachoutWhat is striking is how the erudition of the late playwright Terry Teachout

permeates the narrative. An Armstrong biographer, he describes his play as “apermeates the narrative. An Armstrong biographer, he describes his play as “a

work of fiction, based freely on fact.”work of fiction, based freely on fact.”

Of all the facts expressed, one races to the top of the heap: The masterful,Of all the facts expressed, one races to the top of the heap: The masterful,

perspicacious work of L. Peter Callender as he navigates three distinct charactersperspicacious work of L. Peter Callender as he navigates three distinct characters

in “Satchmo” is an absolute storm of joy, anger, heartbreak and betrayal. Thesein “Satchmo” is an absolute storm of joy, anger, heartbreak and betrayal. These

dramatizations are a series of brilliant yet brutal “Et tu, brutes” as Satchmo facesdramatizations are a series of brilliant yet brutal “Et tu, brutes” as Satchmo faces

his mortality head on, alone in his dressing room at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel inhis mortality head on, alone in his dressing room at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel in

New York City in March, 1971, the last place Armstrong performed in publicNew York City in March, 1971, the last place Armstrong performed in public

before his death four months later.before his death four months later.

Callender’s performance is not relegated to one man alone. His transition intoCallender’s performance is not relegated to one man alone. His transition into

the trumpeter’s complicated manager Joe Glaser, the former boxing promoterthe trumpeter’s complicated manager Joe Glaser, the former boxing promoter

who gave it all away to focus full-time on Armstrong is buttery-smooth, bouncingwho gave it all away to focus full-time on Armstrong is buttery-smooth, bouncing

between the low-register of melancholia to a pip-squeaky fast-talker and backbetween the low-register of melancholia to a pip-squeaky fast-talker and back

again. And there is the intermittent entrance of Miles Davis, a sliver of East Coastagain. And there is the intermittent entrance of Miles Davis, a sliver of East Coast

cool and one who piles onto the perception of Armstrong as an “Uncle Tom,” whocool and one who piles onto the perception of Armstrong as an “Uncle Tom,” who

takes advantage of a fantastic opportunity to rankle the older jazz man withtakes advantage of a fantastic opportunity to rankle the older jazz man with

reckless abandon.reckless abandon.

https://www.mercurynews.com/2023/02/07/oakland-native-ted-lange-back-in-bay-area-with-satchmo/
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That is what makes this push away from simply a 100-minute soliloquy soThat is what makes this push away from simply a 100-minute soliloquy so

enticing. Each choice in the performance is informed by that which is only seenenticing. Each choice in the performance is informed by that which is only seen

by the actor. Stylistically, the audience has skin in the game, the target of manyby the actor. Stylistically, the audience has skin in the game, the target of many

direct pleas from whatever tortured soul Callender happens to be interpreting atdirect pleas from whatever tortured soul Callender happens to be interpreting at

any given moment. The performance is unified with skill on the technical side asany given moment. The performance is unified with skill on the technical side as

well, drilled home by Guilio Cesare Perrone’s divinely detailed set, a terrificwell, drilled home by Guilio Cesare Perrone’s divinely detailed set, a terrific

lighting design from Maurice Vercoutere and Steve Schoenbeck’s sneakylighting design from Maurice Vercoutere and Steve Schoenbeck’s sneaky

soundscape.soundscape.

‘SATCHMO AT THE WALDORF’‘SATCHMO AT THE WALDORF’

The script does much to challenge Armstrong’s reputation which followed him forThe script does much to challenge Armstrong’s reputation which followed him for

years, borne from the musician’s wide grin and a plethora of performances toyears, borne from the musician’s wide grin and a plethora of performances to

solely white audiences. The narrative makes clear as day that these notionssolely white audiences. The narrative makes clear as day that these notions

fueled his insecurities and anger. In one instance, his attempt to call out Arkansasfueled his insecurities and anger. In one instance, his attempt to call out Arkansas

Gov. Orval Faubus in 1957 for is defiance of a Supreme Court order toGov. Orval Faubus in 1957 for is defiance of a Supreme Court order to

desegregate schools was softened by a reporter. “Uneducated plowboy” certainlydesegregate schools was softened by a reporter. “Uneducated plowboy” certainly

did not carry the same weight as the crudeness of what Armstrong actually said.did not carry the same weight as the crudeness of what Armstrong actually said.

Callender’s understanding of each critical moment, the power of a well-timedCallender’s understanding of each critical moment, the power of a well-timed

beat, and willingness to grind through the weight of Armstrong’s life comes off asbeat, and willingness to grind through the weight of Armstrong’s life comes off as

intuitional. His performance is chameleonic, but not in a way that gives youintuitional. His performance is chameleonic, but not in a way that gives you

simply an impression or the gist. His portrayal is built from the inside out; hesimply an impression or the gist. His portrayal is built from the inside out; he

advocates for every heartache imbued in each magical note from Armstrong’sadvocates for every heartache imbued in each magical note from Armstrong’s

voice or music. Callender understands what it means to be someone’s vessel thatvoice or music. Callender understands what it means to be someone’s vessel that

allows for living and breathing.allows for living and breathing.

What makes the play’s conclusion so magical? There is certainly no grandWhat makes the play’s conclusion so magical? There is certainly no grand

wisdom, no massive revelatory logic that is thrust upon the audience. But it’s awisdom, no massive revelatory logic that is thrust upon the audience. But it’s a

certain sense of simplicity from a man who lived nearly 70 years and whocertain sense of simplicity from a man who lived nearly 70 years and who

changed the world, a man who reminds us, despite the many obstacles andchanged the world, a man who reminds us, despite the many obstacles and

devastations he faced, that the world is indeed, wonderful.devastations he faced, that the world is indeed, wonderful.

What a wonderful world. What a beautiful play.What a wonderful world. What a beautiful play.

David John Chávez is chair of the American Theatre Critics Association and servedDavid John Chávez is chair of the American Theatre Critics Association and served

as a juror for the 2022 Pulitzer Prize for Drama. Twitter/Mastodon:as a juror for the 2022 Pulitzer Prize for Drama. Twitter/Mastodon:

@davidjchavez.@davidjchavez.

By Terry Teachout, presented by San Jose Stage CompanyBy Terry Teachout, presented by San Jose Stage Company

Through:Through: Feb. 26 Feb. 26
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Where:Where: San Jose Stage, 490 S. 1st St., San Jose San Jose Stage, 490 S. 1st St., San Jose

Running time:Running time: 100 minutes, no intermission 100 minutes, no intermission

Tickets:Tickets: $34-$74;  $34-$74; www.thestage.orgwww.thestage.org
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